FAQ for Counselors

What is the Cappex Application?
The Cappex Application is a streamlined application that
allows students to apply to multiple schools without the
need for repetitive essays, complicated forms or
expensive application fees.

Why should my students use
the Cappex Application?
There are many benefits to applying to college via the
Cappex Application:
• Students can apply to a range of schools they may be
interested in.
• Instead of repetitive, school-specific essays, students
can complete standardized essay questions, allowing
them to complete their applications in a more timely
manner.
• Our application is free, so students don’t need to
worry about costly fees preventing them from
applying to every school on their list.

Do students need to pay for any part of the Cappex application?
No. Our application is free for all students, no matter how many applications they submit. No fee waivers are required.

Will my students be at a disadvantage if they don’t complete school-specific
supplemental essays?
Schools that accept the Cappex Application have agreed to accept the Cappex Application’s standardized set of essay
questions. That means your students will receive the same consideration as applicants who submitted the Common
Application, Universal Application or a school-specific application.

What colleges and universities accept the Cappex Application?
We partner with hundreds of college and university partners. A variety of these schools have agreed to accept the
Cappex Application and a full list of the schools that have signed on for the upcoming application cycle will be released in
the coming months.

Is it safe?
Yes. Data security is a one of our top priorities and has been since we started connecting students and colleges in 2007.
We’ll carry this commitment to security with us as we launch the Cappex Application.

How can I learn more?
Keep an eye out for emails this fall and summer that will let you know when the Cappex Application is live and ready to
use for the 2016 application cycle! We’ll provide more information and tutorials to help you and your students understand
just how simple college applications can be.
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